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Abstract 

The above title of the article stands to pleasing that not to harm and destroying "knowledge 

society in India". However the delight and held in reverence to moral dedicated politicians in 

our country. Meanwhile there shall be healthy criticism but finding out who the culprits are 

those who planned behind the curtain to destroying education in newly formed Telangana 

glorious State. Set of issues about education destruction, Tracing out the ground reality of 

deliberate decisions which spoiled completely the beautiful quality environment of education 

in our Telangana state. These worst things happened in Telangana state due to the miscreant 

attitudes that expose their villainous traits in so called democratic rule. In spite of all evils 

against education in Telangana state, we all should give a big thanks to God who established 

immovable solid constitutional foundation through the incredible man Dr. B.R. Ambedkar. In 

this connection, most valuable caution to teachers of state and our country India. Teaching is 

noble profession that can establish the development of society. If teachers don’t realise and 

repent for quality teaching which they can gain by commitment and dedication, they are to 

become ‘one of the major reasons’ for society destruction. There is an inspiring statement 

‘Good teachers matter more than the curriculum and administration. There are millions of 

dedicated teachers which produced by India. Thanks to mother India. But few are to bring 

bad name and sluggish by losing their valuable opportunity. The gist of this article is the 

criminal politics and "lawbreaking allocation of budget funds" for education in Telangana 

Government fell shocked since 2014. This is the exact core reason the destruction schemed 

started! 
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Political-financial gain, Private institutions financial gain, Temporary Schemes that can 

attract people for selfish election purpose in order to win the power. These are the highlights 

of this article. Power mongers who can collapse the society through their secret agendas. 

They are most headstrong people; their aim is to winning the elections. They don’t even think 

for the welfare of society and democracy implementation. Power mongers themselves are the 

law offenders of government orders and they can easily change society rules and resolutions 
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for their ruling purposes. Here the victims are the suffering of small children, the scholarship 

SC/ST dependents, dropout school children, backward students, the teacher employees, the 

higher education students, the employees of the universities and all they stand for the victims 

in the hands of selfish rulers. They become a struggling generation in the hands of a power 

mongers. The latest report of ‘Controller and Audit general of India’ CAG noticed most 

shocking conditions in Telangana State. Prudhviraj Rupawat mentions clearly in his article 

titled ‘Education gravely neglected under TRS party regime’. He says: 

In the last five years since 2014 the government has witnessed in the crucial education 

sector, red flagged various aspects like utilisation of budget funds and non-

implementation of the RTE Act, the Right of Children to Free and compulsory 

Education. During 2014-18, there was significant shortfall of about 50 percent in 

release of funds by the both central and state governments for the Sarva Shiksha 

Abhiyan programme, which is the key vehicle for implementation of the RTE act 

finds the CAG report. 

Prudhviraj Rupawat also mentions: As a result of lack of funds, a staggering number 

of infrastructure facilities remained incomplete, suggesting the poor condition of 

government schools in Telangana state. As per the report, out of 91,199 sanctioned 

civil works related to physical infrastructure of schools. during 2001-02 to 2016-17, 

an aggregate of 21,564 works (24 percent) remained incomplete, of which 7,014 

works are related to toilets and drinking water. This suggests that a large section of 

schools lack basic infrastructural facilities. Evidently, the policies adhered by the TRS 

regime display a grave negligence from the government’s side, especially affecting 

huge damage to marginalised sections. (Page 1 and 2 from Prudhviraj Rupawat 

article) 

Come to government universities in Telangana state. Welcome with in dire need of 

problems. The heap of major problems. Doctorates are those who went through sleepless 

nights and the major pain and sacrifice taken, which caused them reaching such position “Ph. 

D degrees”.  Doctorates those who work in all departments having kept despair, destitution 

and alienation for long years of their teaching service. Part time lecturers salaries and their 

lives, SFC courses have been ‘the threat to the entire teaching faculty’, Even non-teaching 

staff to witness for struggle stories in their families burden. Since 2014 till 2019 today, 

Government didn’t sanction proper budget funds to universities. If they ask 50 crores, 

Government will sanction 5 crore. This is approximate example but fact. The major problem 

here in Telangana state is that Government never prioritise to education development. 

Justice sri: Jagadish Sharan Verma was an Indian jurist who served as the 27th march 

1997 to 18th January 1998. He says:  The constitutional philosophy must be borne in 

mind. The objectives mentioned in the preamble to the constitution have to be 

achieved and the education system must be geared to accelerate the social change into 

a welfare state assuring distributive justice envisaged in the directive principles. The 
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fundamental rights guarantee would be honoured only with this effort of the state 

coupled with performance of the fundamental duties indicates the focus on ethical 

values, which form a significant part of the Indian ethos. The most valuable words 

repeated from Justice J.S Verma that State Governments must transform itself into an 

agency from its role as an instrument of power. 

But sadly the allocation of budget funds and monitoring which has been highly 

neglected by Telangana state from 2014 to 2019 till date. This caused the government 

universities are put to death for burial by Telangana state Government. A popular saying, 

universities are the incubators of future health and prosperity and the ivory towers far 

removed from the society. Professor V.R Mehta formerly Vice Chancellor, Delhi University 

states in his lecture delivered at Ranchi University. He says, “Universities and other 

institutions of higher learning are important to the life of the nations.” 

Sadly Telangana state government not recognising this truth for it’s tenure. The higher 

education forever can contribute in millions of ways to national development and state 

developments. As we move from knowledge society to knowledge economy, necessary man 

power with skills. The Nobel Prize winner, Sri: Amartya Kumar Sen expresses his most 

valuable words: 

A society can be Pareto optimal and still perfectly disgusting. He says, half of the 

Indians have no toilet. It is one of the gigantic failures of India. All these worst 

situations of people do happen due to the government negligence towards education. 

Famous Philosopher and Nobel Prize winner in 1913, Rabindranadh Tagore’s golden 

words which every leader should read and memorise ‘Love for Education’. All 

famous successful leaders are who served education which is the key to their victory 

in ruling people. 

As far as Education is concerned, the shocking low budget for five years in Telangana state. 

It has reduced by 1.6 percent from 13,278 crore in 2018-2019 to 12220.75 crore for 2019-

2020 much to the disappointment of academicians and teachers. There is a 

reduction/deduction of 1058 crore in total. The general secretary of Telangana State United 

Teachers Federation (TSUTF) Chava Ravi, He says: 

Though the budget of 2019 increased in size, the allocation for education has taken a 

hit. He added that while the government has announced it’s plans to build 119 

residential schools for backward classes, Government Schools had found no mention 

in the budget. “Barring the allocation for salaries of government school employees 

and general maintenance of schools. It appears as though the government is not 

interested in doing anything for government schools”, he said. 

The same major problems intentionally created by Telangana government to government 

universities in Telangana State. Bappa Majunder sep 14, 2015 expressed his views in Times 

of India: 
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The lists of ills plaguing the universities are long. Severe staff shortage, lack of 

research studies, non-payment of hostel fee arrears by government. Experts say how 

many varsities and colleges have only fifty percent staff strength, as a result of which 

research has almost come to halt. Another hindrance to work is the building 

resentment over lack of recruitments and simmering protests by part time lecturers 

whose issues suppressed and terrorized.  

The poison of negligence of education is noticed in country level but more worst situations 

created in Telangana State. Meanwhile Governments keep boasting about GDP!  The booker 

prize winner 1998, extraordinary woman writer Arundhati Roy sadly says: 

The dangerous levels of malnutrition and permanent hunger are the preferred model 

these days. 47 percent of India’s children below three suffer from malnutrition, 46 

percent are stunted. Utsa Patnaik’s Study reveals that about 40 percent of the rural 

population in India has the same food grain absorption level as sub-Saharan Africa. 

The last five years have seen the most violent increase in rural-urban income 

inequalities since independence. But in urban India, wherever you go shops, 

restaurants, railway stations, airports, gymnasiums, hospitals, you have TV Monitors 

in which election promises have already come true. “India is shining” She also says: 

Modern democracies have been around for long enough for long enough for neoliberal 

capitalists to learn how to subvert them. They have mastered the technique of 

infiltrating the instruments of democracy - the ‘independent’ judiciary, the free press, 

the parliament and moulding them to their purpose. The project of corporate 

globalisation has cracked the code. Free elections, a free press, and an independent 

judiciary mean little when the free market has reduced them to commodities available 

on sale to the highest bidder (Page 91). 

If ruling leaders continue their selfish journey for financial gain and spoiling the safe system 

in the society, they should pay the price!  Fidel Castro says: The equal right of all citizens to 

health, education, science, and well-being. The major downfall of Telangana state 

government is despite the fact of lack education priorities and false promises. It is a 

permanent record in history of Telangana ruling after bifurcation. When governments fail 

providing these necessary rights to people in the society, there should be the voice coming 

out. Greta Thunberg, Swedish climate activist, speaking at a summit in Vienna on May 28, 

2019: 

She shouts angrily, “How dare you”. Thumberg accused world leaders of betraying 

her generation by failing to act on rising emissions, repeatedly the words “how dare 

you” four times. 

“You have stolen my dreams and my childhood with your empty words, and yet I’m 

one of the lucky ones,” She said. People are suffering. People are dying. 
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